**Descriptive Summary**

**Title:** Cyprus Music Network,  
**Date (inclusive):** 2002-2003  
**Collection number:** 2004.14  
**Creator:** Panikos Giorgoudes  
**Extent:** 1 box: 8 CDs, 1 monograph (315p.)  
**Repository:** University of California, Los Angeles. Library. Ethnomusicology Archive  
Los Angeles, California 90095-1490  

**Abstract:** The Cyprus Music network is a research project Ref. No 87/5th-2002, and is funded by the Research Promotion Foundation, Nicosia Cyprus. Recorded in Mandria, Pafos, Cyprus; Archangelos, Nicosia, Cyprus etc. See documentation CDs for further details.

**Preferred Citation**


---

**Box 1, Item 2004.14_amcd01**  
**Cyprus Music Network, Panikos Giorgoudes 2004 - CD 1 2004**  
Performer: Loizou, Eleni / Chatzigavriel, Stavrula / Kountouros, Loizos  
Creator/Collector: Panikos Giorgoudes  
Physical Description: AMCD 01 : audio cd  
Scope and Content Note  
Kallistheni -- Mia Iygeri -- Poios eide ilio tin avgi -- Nasco tzi' o Armatolos -- Apsentis -- Mana tou Kitsiou -- Mia orai voskopoulla -- Seis poullakia -- Ta hasamboulia -- Prosfygia -- Konstandinos -- Finishing the last song

**Box 1, Item 2004.14_amcd02**  
**Cyprus Music Network, Panikos Giorgoudes 2004 - CD 2 2004**  
Creator/Collector: Panikos Giorgoudes  
Physical Description: AMCD 02 : audio files (.aif)  
Scope and Content Note  
18 tracks  
Note  
Comments on the songs can be found in the CD, which contains two comments folders (in Greek). [taken from the accompanying notes]

**Box 1, Item 2004.14_amcd03**  
**Cyprus Music Network, Panikos Giorgoudes 2004 - CD 3 2004**  
Performer: Kostas Xpistodoulou, Giorgos Batas, Theonitsa Antoniou and Orthodoxia Zaneti  
Creator/Collector: Panikos Giorgoudes  
Physical Description: AMCD 03 : data cd (.wav, .gpk, .mrk files)  
Scope and Content Note  
Tracks 1-4: Kostas Xpistodoulou -- General comments (interview) -- Oktovpi 28 -- Comments -- To tragoudi tis Kpitis -- Comments -- Agia Sarakosti -- Comments -- Girismos tou xenitenenou  
Note  
The CD has 3 folders: A, B, C. In each one of these you can find the songs and the comments on the songs.
Box 1, Item 2004.14_amcd04

Cyprus Music Network, Panikos Giorgoudes 2004 - CD 4 2004

Performer: Christakos, Antreas
Creator/Collector: Panikos Giorgoudes
Physical Description: AMCD 04 : data cd (.wav files)
Scope and Content Note
Note
The CD has a folder in which you can find the songs and the comments on the songs.

Box 1, Item 2004.14_amcd05

Cyprus Music Network, Panikos Giorgoudes 2004 - CD 5 2004

Performer: Konstandinidou, Lygia
Creator/Collector: Panikos Giorgoudes
Physical Description: AMCD 05 : data cd (.wav files)
Scope and Content Note
Comments -- Oso zeis fainou_Sikilou -- Comments -- To giasemi -- I thalassia -- Comments -- Tin oraiotita -- Comments
Note
The CD has a folder in which you can find the songs and the comments on the songs.

Box 1, Item 2004.14_amcd06

Cyprus Music Network, Panikos Giorgoudes 2004 - CD 6 2004

Performer: Kremmastos, Panais
Creator/Collector: Panikos Giorgoudes
Physical Description: AMCD 06: data cd (.wav files)
Scope and Content Note
General comments (Interview) -- Comments -- Kypriakos amanes -- Comments -- Kypriako zeimbekiko -- Comments -- Kypriakos amanes, tsifteteli -- Comments -- Kypriako zeimbekiko -- Comments -- Pertitsi -- Comments -- Kypriako kalamatianos -- Comments -- O Voskos -- Comments -- Karziklamas antikristos gynekios -- Comments -- Karziklamas antikristos antrikos, protos -- Comments -- To tragoudi tis nifis -- Psaropoula -- Syrtos -- Mbalos -- Final comments
Note
The CD has a folder in which you can find the songs and the comments on the songs.

Box 1, Item 2004.14_amcd07

Cyprus Music Network, Panikos Giorgoudes 2004 - CD 7 2004

Performer: Pafiti, Sofia
Creator/Collector: Panikos Giorgoudes
Physical Description: AMCD 07: data cd (.wav files)
Scope and Content Note
Anixasin ta sinora -- Comments -- Comments -- To grammatis Xenias -- Comments -- To spiti mou to patriko -- Comments -- Portokalia tou Arkatsiou -- Comments -- Pote narti ekini mera -- Comments -- Anixasin ta sinora -- Comments -- Tragoudi tou gamou -- Comments -- Tragoudi tou gamou -- Comments
Note
The CD has a folder in which you can find the songs and the comments on the songs.
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Box 1, Item
2004.14_amcd08

**Cyprus Music Network, Panikos Giorgoudes 2004 - CD 8 2004**

Creator/Collector: Panikos Giorgoudes  
Physical Description: AMCD 08: data cd (.cwk, .psd files)  
Scope and Content Note  
7 word processing documents listing the contents on each of the 7 CDs -- 9 photographs from the fieldwork

Box 1, Item
2004.14_amm01

**He koino niki se masia tou de motikou tragoudiou stous prosphyges tes Kyprou : ethnomousikologike prosengise / Panikos Giorgoudes. 2003**

Publisher: Leukosia [Cyprus] : P. Giorgoudes  
Language of Material: Greek, Modern [1453- ]  
Physical Description: xvii, 315 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.  
Scope and Content Note  
Includes bibliographical references (p. [241]-265).  
Note  